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History  

 

Edinburgh was a minor outpost of the Roman Empire, Edinburgh became the intellectual centre 

of the world during its Enlightenment in the 1700’s, when Scotland reaped the benefits of having 

long had a progressive, well developed liberal education system with 5 universities (England had 

2!) and a network of parish schools in the lowlands – all before the idea of New Town was first 

suggested in late 1670’s by the future King of Scotland, James VII.  

 

The culture of the Scottish Enlightenment was about the new and the emerging sciences and 

fields of design, in an intellectual climate based on optimistic belief in the ability of humanity to 

effect changes for the better in society and nature, guided fundamentally by human reason.  

 

 
 
Edinburgh’s immutable geological identity. There is probably no city in the world which 
better exemplifies ‘A landscape fashioned by geology’. It was formed by volcanic fire 
when the area lay at the equator on a tropical shore 350 million years ago - and 
subsequently by ice, as melting glaciers 15,000 years ago eroded the sedimentary stone 
surrounding the hard basalt of the volcanic rock on which Edinburgh castle sits.  
 

 
The Old Town of Edinburgh formed round the Castle Rock, enclosed within a city wall. 
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As the Old Town grew along the ridge, the main street ran between the castle and Holyrood, 

lined on both sides by narrow alleys or ‘wynds’. The ‘Vaults’ - hidden arches under the South 

Bridge - had originally been designed as commercial premises but soon began to be used by slum 

dwellers during the Industrial Revolution. Crucially, there was the link to the Port of Leith  

 

 
 

Over time the Old Town population increased, along with poverty and disease, and the houses 

grew ever higher, constrained within the bounds of the ridge.  

The Age of Enlightenment had arrived in Edinburgh, and the outdated city fabric did not suit the 

professional and merchant classes who lived there. The decision to construct a New Town was 

taken by the city fathers to prevent an exodus of wealthy citizens from the city to London.  

But there was more to Edinburgh’s future than physical regeneration: the Convention wanted to 

build a metropolitan beacon and centre for the emerging Scottish identity.  

 

The ‘New Town’ began to be built in the 1760’s and in 1763 the bridge linking New Town to the 

old - which was to form Edinburgh’s new axis, linking the past and the future - was begun.  

Once drained, the former Nor Loch became the natural entry for the railways in the 19thC. 
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The first design was based on Hanoverian British patriotism and echoed the design of the Union 

Flag (in 1707 Scotland lost its independence), with two diagonal primary streets and with both 

Princes Street and Queen Street shown as double sided.  

 

 
 

The distinctive layout of the second one was designed by 26 year-old James Craig in 1768 (the 

same year as the Royal Academy in London was founded), and was largely dictated by the form 

of the drumlin ridge - Princes Street, George Street (after George III) and Queen Street area with 

their gardens.  

 

New Town’s expansion continued until 1850. The result was unique: a modern, planned city 

gazing up from its modernity to itself as it was: on a hill, impregnable. 
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It has been called ‘the Scottish Enlightenment in stone’, and is now considered to be a 

masterpiece of city planning. Together with the Old Town, it was designated a UNESCO World 

Heritage Site in 1995. 

 

Memory 

In the cultural sense, memory is a social construct or contract, a constant negotiation between 

people, in part over what they decide not to forget and how to shape it for posterity.  

 

What human beings construct or create is done to satisfy physical, psychological or spiritual needs 

of the individual and the group. But the needs driving the construction of monuments and sites 

of memorial are complex, deeply imbedded in individual and collective subconscious. Although 

societies set aside places for memorials, we have not yet discovered a place in the brain for this 

kind of memory.  

Structured over the city and architecture, our memories are bound to the relationships and 

connections between spaces and spatial systems.  

 

When the spatial system is changed, a process of forgetting has begun. This loss of memory 

through lost urban or spatial traces generates a new structure. Things remembered and forgotten, 

things significant and insignificant are continuously shifting within the structure of the city. 

 

One of the changes brought about modernity and the move to an urban existence is that of social 

amnesia. We have fragmented consciousness and memory because we are living in the process of 

spatial transformation, and are unable to find traces of the past after these changes.  

This process can harm our feeling of confidence - which is a time-related concept based on the 

relationship between past and present.  
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Therefore, metropolises are not able to generate feelings of trust as they are often too ephemeral 

- though this is also part of their attraction, especially to the young. 
 

 
Although Edinburgh has no river, the fact that Edinburgh has its rock provides an enduring 
foundation on which to base urban memory through topography. 
 
Human space in general (and not only urban space) has always been a satisfying space. This is 
the essence of why human scale is still very important today. There is a haptic quality to human 
scale – it reaches our senses. Skyscrapers are not human scale. Vistas and horizons are key to our 
mental health. As we densify our cities we risk losing these qualities. 
 
Marking Memory (monuments, memorials and epitaphs)   
 
Memorials are fundamentally about expressing a relationship between past and present. Because 
memorials are intended to eternalise an event, they have to look forward as well as back to the 
event.  
 
Epitaphs, in contrast, are only concerned with reminding us of the past. 
 
Monuments are a locus of belief. They are explicitly created to commemorate a person, event or 
something important to a social group. They also act as markers of place and of orientation. 
 
Alfred Domett, poet who emigrated to NZ,  wrote in the 1870s  
At Edinburgh for my first time! A wonderful place with all that a town should have, in compactness 
and completeness unmatched — a perfect ideal of a city!  
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Romantic site of hill and vale — fine buildings and monuments mediaeval and modern; palace and 
castle; antiquated gloomy wynds and closes and lofty houses towering up like cliffs, dotted with 
windows like loopholes; all teeming with associations, historical, poetical, scientific — national 
and individual — heroic, tragic, comic, quaint, terrible or humorous; all in their appropriate 
places, disposed like a scene in a theatre — all as it were within a space to be seen almost at a 
glance! 
 
First your fine esplanade — below it the garden-valley bridged across with a long colonnaded 
Greek-looking building; beyond that in front of you the long house-clustered and castellated hill; 
behind that again, the Middle Ages in narrow lanes and tall houses from ground to sky, almost 
dangerous-looking and weird and mysterious; while, at your back, behind the esplanade, stands 
a modern beautiful stone-built array of broad streets and spacious squares. And all this within 
the compass of an easy walk!  
 

 
 

A City all spiritualized; seen through a halo of the minds and thoughts of great men. 
Only one object that strikes one as objectionable; that Calton Hill with its hideous 'Nelson 
Monument' (so called) like an apothecary's physic-phial stuck into a disproportioned gallipot; 
useful perhaps as a lighthouse or land-mark, but ugly even for that. And that sham ruin or 
unfinished mock-Parthenon!  
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Monuments were an integral part of the planned city centres of both Washington DC and New 
Delhi.  
 
The location of the Washington Monument - anchoring the two axes of power: the Capitol and 
the White House - was determined by Pierre L’Enfant to assist in organising the city’s public space 
before the monument itself had been designed.  
 

 
 
Paris’ great axis from the Louvre to the Arc de Triomphe is monumental but would never be 
described as not of human scale.  
 
We can review the old purposes of monuments:  
To celebrate victories in war - L’Arc de Triomphe.  
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To impress or create a sense of awe - the statues of Ramses II, Saddam Hussein 
To remember: Vietnam Memorial Wash. DC 
To have spiritual, religious qualities: Stonehenge 
To express power, superiority and ideology - the palace of Nimrud, and multinational 
corporations now also build symbols of power in the form of large buildings.  
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The Spire of Dublin is a monument. 
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The Spire of Dublin had to achieve more than being a memorial or epitaph – in the sense that it 
is not eternalising a single event, nor solely reminding us of something in the past. In considering 
the role of monuments in the modern era, I was drawn to the conclusion that they have to be 
optimistic, to convey a sense of togetherness and of hope. It was not simply a gestural approach 
of creating an iconic image. The Spire takes account of the history of the Irish people and the 
history of the site. It attempts to respond physically to its context by allowing natural and 
artificial light to be absorbed and reflected from its surface. As a 3D spiral form with a vertical 
emphasis, upon a 2D spiral plate with a horizontal emphasis, it suggests expansiveness – the 
ongoing spiral and continuity from its past to its future verticality of the cone ever receding into 
the sky. It is an urban marker denoting the city centre. 
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The Louvre Pyramid is a political statement: Louis XIV, the Sun King, said “L‘etat c’est moi”. 
Mitterand wanted to say “L‘etat c’est le peuple.”  
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So the knife went into one of the most symbolic and historic sites in France - the courtyard of 
the Louvre, which had been the Louis Quatorze’s palace. The fact that it was transparent was 
about the intended openness of Mitterand’s socialist government. That is the reason it’s there! 
 
Edinburgh Present:  
Edinburgh is currently a political capital outpost of English political rule, unsure of 
independence, but wanting to be part of Europe. 
It is an educational capital, particularly in law and medicine.  
It is a global cultural centre in the performing arts. 
It has a voice through the Scottish Parliament, but is there a cultural and democratically physical 
space in Edinburgh? Trafalgar Square is the natural place of manifestation and protest in London. 
 

 
 
Physically it is largely unchanged – there has been little damage over time, although there was 
one major fire in 1824 in the Old Town when an estimated 400 homes were destroyed, with 400-
500 families left homeless. 
 
Edinburgh is less weighed down by its physical or social history, as are some of the ancient 
European cities like Rome or the eastern European cities like Prague - if anything the reverse, as 
it grew out of the Enlightenment, which was expansive, other- and future- directed. 
And now the New Town’s original residential monoculture has become far more mixed - which 
may be challenging some residents today. 
 
Recalling the semantic rather than physical side of the city, Edinburgh embraces ephemeral and 
temporal events. Such events are space specific, and a function of the types of social groups they 
engage - residents, students, tourists, the working population. Tourists go to see monuments, but 
in the evenings want places and spaces of activity rather than those of a spectator. Events and 
event spaces are central to the idea of exchange and being in and of a city. 
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The unique temporal rhythms of the city interact with the spatial rhythms, creating its identity 
- its spirit. Edinburgh is such a city - the student terms, the August Festival, the weekends. 
Memory is also about atmosphere, the things we do.  
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Systems and communications 
 
Invisible city 
If we consider the infrastructure systems – the storage and the flow of water, drainage, telecoms, 
energy, waste - everything at the moment seems to be designed for peak load, so there’s a huge 
amount of spare most of the time.  
Big data is tracking flows of all the above, and of our movements and of the flow of money within 
and through the city.  
 
Lying between the invisible and visible city are health, poverty, wealth, security - sometimes 
manifest, sometimes not 
Visible city 
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The public edifices and silos, evident private value, landscape, streets, squares, architecture, 
monuments, public transport, and people. 
What role do monuments have to play in future of Edinburgh?  
 

 
 
We all know that physical transport of people has dictated the planning of many cities - trams, 
lorries, cars, bikes, planes and ships - and more so now than in the past, when defence and 
religious elements took priority. Discussions on what form personal and public transport should 
take, and at what speeds, are fundamental to planning and the welfare of the city. 
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A Future for Edinburgh 
It is clear that we can do things to the existing visible and invisible systems to improve them. Yet 
the most important question is how to optimise across several systems at the same time.  
By bringing together sociologists, economists, engineers and the public and allowing them to 
interact, the imagined barriers between the fields of knowledge will slowly dissolve, permitting 
better questions to be asked and better answers to be developed.  
 
However, there are other areas of speculation worth pondering, and these involve asking the 
bigger, more philosophical questions and exploring the impact of science and technology on the 
future of Edinburgh. 
 
Some Bigger Questions 
+25 years - Will everyone live to >90 years old? 
+50 years - Will everyone live to >100 years old? 
Perhaps there will be less economic growth and the measuring of GDP. 
What will replace this? An altruistic yet competitive economy where the environment - our 
planet’s biosphere is the primary beneficiary? 
 
If women were in charge of communities and politics would there be more empathy? 
 
With migration already at levels approaching the population of mobile cities, will this increase 
as climate changes? 
 
Will the ageing population be served more and more by robots (+invalids)? 
 
Will transporting people still be a major planning issue in 50 years time?  
Transport may be by SuperSkype and enhanced realities. 
 
With more than 50% of the population at leisure all the time, how will the city respond? 
 
To write a Philosophy for Edinburgh 
 
It’s human nature to ask what is coming next. As far back as one can look in history, humans have 
tried to predict everything: the weather and rise and fall of tides, in more recent times, stock 
performance and the results of sporting events.  
 
It is less common to explore a philosophy and to determine a little of the future.  
 
"It is said that the present is pregnant with the future." - Voltaire (1694 - 1778) 
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(The Scot!) Patrick Geddes was a planner with vision – the art of anticipatory planning. Geddes 
advocated the civic survey as indispensable to urban planning, and attention to the social and 
particular as important when attempting city renewal.  

 
Looking at some predictions: 
The future scares a lot of people. It always has done. Today, climate change, a growing and 
ageing population, fewer natural resources and polluted seas will pose challenges for the human 
race in the next few decades. 
But when you consider social and economic progress and forthcoming innovations in science and 
technology, there is room for optimism. 
 
Social and economic progress in the West: 
Fewer wars, more democracy, less slavery, fewer working hours, more leisure time, illiteracy 
declining, living longer, preventable illnesses under more control (even cancer patients live 
longer), global poverty declining, fewer mothers dying in childbirth, smoking has declined, infant 
mortality is declining, renewable energy is increasing, education is longer and women’s education 
has caught up in the West, fewer women are housebound, communication is cheaper and more 
widespread, computing capacity and speed are increasing, flying is cheaper and safer, and 
transport is generally is more available. 
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Predictions: 2025-2050 
 

  
Materials lighter than air already exist 

 

 
Electric flight 

 

  
Floating cities?  
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wind driven ships 

 
FUTURE PREDICTIONS c.2025-2050 
Based on research, the next decades promise a pace and scope of innovation that is unrivalled 
not only in our time, but any time. The significance of the role that innovation will play leading 
into 2025 and beyond cannot be overstated, as lives are saved, people are fed, quality of life is 
enhanced and our environmentally degradation is stopped, and slowly improved for future 
generations. 
 
Mega Trends are transformative: global forces that define the future world with their far reaching 
impacts on businesses, societies, economies, cultures, and personal lives.  
 
Here are some future mega-innovations in: 
1. neuro-technology +cognitive science (neural network computing + interfaces, extended 
cognition) 
2. nanotechnology and materials (self-assembling, functional, next generation) 
3. health (diagnostics, treatments and augmentation, Dementia declines). More older people 
with energy, memory and social knowledge to pass on to the ‘digital children’? 
4. digital and communications technology (electronics, interfaces, networking) From the 
smallest personal items to the largest continents, everything everywhere will be digitally 
connected, and responsive to our wants and likes. Digital and data viruses and overload? 
5. energy (smart grids, storage, and electrical generation) Solar is the largest source of energy 
on the planet Methods for harvesting, storing and converting solar energy are so advanced and 
efficient that it becomes the primary source of energy on our planet. The use of the sun as the 
world’s primary source of energy is no longer for the environmentally conscious select; it is for 
the masses. At MIT in 2013, researchers activated 8 electrons from one photon. This means 
potentially increasing the performance of solar cells (from a miserable 100 year return on 
investment to 12 years). Energy is less costly and no longer polluting 
6. agriculture and natural manufacturing. (engineering, automation, food, sensors) Food 
shortages and price fluctuations are things of the past Creating indoor environments ripe for 
successful indoor crop growth and detecting diseased foods. Simultaneous revolutions in both 
lighting technologies and imaging techniques will have far-reaching effects in the next decade. 
Food goes indoors 
7. Petroleum-based packaging is history; cellulose-derived packaging rules 
Bio-nanocomposites based on nanocellulose make 100% fully biodegradable packaging pervasive. 
Petroleum-based packaging products will be no more. Rubbish dumps will vanish and all matter 
into energy centres 
8. Electric air transportation takes off  
Lightweight aerospace engineering coupled with new battery technologies power electric vehicle 
transportation – on land and in the air. More air travel 
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9. Teleportation is tested 
Kinematical techniques used to understand the Higgs boson particles generated in the Large 
Hadron Collider will advance to such an extent that quantum teleportation is more commonplace. 
Early indicators point to a rapid acceleration of research leading to the testing of quantum 
teleportation in 2025 – while not yet of humans, it will include other forms of matter. 
10. funding (enhanced kickstarter to bring to market) – research will be funded more and more 
directly by the public, and less dependent upon grant agencies. 
 
WHAT DOES EDINBURGH WANT TO BECOME? 
From the answer to this question, planning, social and economic strategies can be developed. 
I will recount a story about Gen de Gaulle and his quest to know in which direction Paris should 
go. A question he asked in 1954, and which was taken up by a brilliant mandarin, Paul Delouvrier: 
Edinburgh could once again become a global leader in education capital, and a powerful creative 
nation in science, technology and the arts, centred on Edinburgh, (and Glasgow?) This raises the 
question of the Scottish super-city! 
It could become a future centre of reason and civitas - education and culture.  
An opportunity for next Scottish Enlightenment? 
The banking industry - recently disrupted by the Brexit vote - may want to continue to do business 
in an English-speaking country and stay in the same time zone: they could return to the country 
where the first bank was founded only one year after the Bank of England!  
Political dimension: a new base for the UN? 
People talk of smart cities, the smartest cities will be based on the people, not simply on the 
technology or data gathering to make a more efficient city. 
 
 
CLOSING REMARKS 
We are the first animal on the planet capable of imagining and realising new environments that 
in turn shape us and evolve as we evolve. Architecture and urban planning can thus be defined 
as a neuro-design learning loop. 
 
The exterior urban landscape we dwell in shapes the character and patterns of our thinking. The 
effect of the ‘exterior landscape’ – its intricate relationships between what is discernible and 
what is ineffable - on the pattern of thoughts, emotions and speculations taking place in the 
‘interior landscape’ of the mind is real: it defines the stories we tell ourselves, and these affect 
the ways we behave as a society. The importance of maintaining an historical and cultural context 
- the genius loci - cannot be underestimated.  
We now live in built spaces resulting from the realisation of the capitalist vision of individualism, 
consumerism, materialism, and an insatiable appetite for the ‘new and different’, which is 
fuelled by the advertising that drives an unsustainable world economy. It is a utopia which has 
woven a seductive web of habit, inertia and automatism around the world’s cultures which 
commerce exploits through mass consumption, and this particular loop is destructive. 
Sometimes there are paradigm shifts that move society forward. I believe electronic 
communication has created such an awareness of global interdependence that we have developed 
the means to create a global society, which is why in socio–political and economic terms utopian 
thinking is legitimate. A utopian vision is about escaping the status quo – waking up – in this case 
to technical revolution and healing our environment if possible. 
 
My measures of utopian visions are: does it have value, can it be built and will it change lives for 
the better?  
 
Architects can engage with technology and scientists, planners, landscape designers and 
sociologists, engineers and economists, to plan and create buildings on the basis of knowledge - 
not of personal ego, ideology or fashion - which enhance the well-being of users. Today’s 
technology should be used to reach out reconciling hands to past and future – and reconciliation 
is the key.  
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But there is no point in creating these such spaces piecemeal without knowing what you want 
your city to become, and what engages is the idea: optimism, hope, a new process and set of 
principles to guide an exploration for a lived reality using social understanding, innovation and 
technology to lead to better futures.  
 
END 
 
[In 2012, a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the port, Scottish Enterprise and the 
City of Edinburgh was signed with the aim of developing a new masterplan to create a 21st 
century gateway for the port, which will support key industries throughout Scotland.] 
 


